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Monday, December 9, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Applications Available
For Draft Counselor
Senator Terry C.alvani, chairman of the draft counseling committee, said J;ecently that he hopes
more people will apply for the
UNM draft counseling position.
"Applications have been slow
coming in," said Calvani, "I would
like to encourage any student or
staff member to apply."
Deadline for turning in applications is Friday, Dec. 13.
Any student, faculty, OJ; staff
member may apply for the position by filling out an application.
They are available in the student
government office on the second
floor of the Union.
The only qualification for the
counselor is that he must be over
21. Women and graduate students
are encouraged to apply, said Calvani.
The counselor will receive a
salary of $100 a month and will

Colling U
Monday, Dee. 9
Faculty-A.U .R.A. luncheon; room 281-B,
Union.

be required to hold office hours
for 15 hours each week.
The counselor will be chosen
by the senate draft counseling
committee this month, and will
begin after Chl'istmas vacation,
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Shop the Basket Shop
You will find Christmas
gifts for anyone
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5:30p.m.

Shop~~

Fridays
Until9:00

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Present
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BEST MUSICAL-ALL AWARDS
N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS CIRCLE/TONY AWARD/
OUTER CIRCLE/VARIETY POLL/SAT. REVIEW

For The Girl Who Hos
Everything
the most unique gift from the
vicious killer shork. Pierced
earrings with beautiful shark
teeth drops. Be first, with shark
teeth earrings, 14 K. gold,
$4.95. No C.O.D.'s.
Eastern Sales Promotion
2560 South Ocean Shore Blvd.

ALBERT W. $£LDEN

lllld lfAl lAMEs
D~ VJD ATKINSON
Present

~~ PA TRIC/1. MARANO
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t'THE IMPOSSIBLE OH£
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by DALE WASSER'"
""'N
ltiiTCH LEIGJt
Lrrlct by

LOUIS
CRISCUOLo

Country Bam

Mus{o by

wit~ JOE D.1RION
SEYMOUR
P£NZHER
RONN
CARTIOLt.
ChjA~1~G~by

Every Menday & Tuesday
Special
·
For Those Chilly Days
HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style
ONLY 19¢

Eat tn oor large dinittg room ot take it horne

Look for the Yellow Roof
2400 Central SE across from cdmpos
Extra parking il1 rear
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Old Town Plaza-842-8022
Open evenings until 9:00

Want Ads

No Limit On Orders
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Heigths
5318 Menaul NE
265-5951
Open until
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Tuesday, December 10, 1968

U. Senate Candidates Vb1

Disciplinary reform, lack of munication between students and ally were for some type of open proposed the elimination o:f the
communication, t·evision of the faculty, students and the admin- forum to establish communica- College of Arts and Sciences lanacademic requirements, and low- istration, and the university and tion.
guage requirement. Doug Mcering the voting age to 18, were the community. Proposals generSeveral of the senate candidates Curdy said, "I'm in fllvor of
the major issues discussed by 20
candidates for Student Senate at
a press conference in the Union
yesterday.
Only 11 persons besides the
candidates and news media attended t h e press conference,
which was organized by Bill
Turner, a geology graduate student. Turner said he had called
presidents of dorms, sororities
and fraternities, and faculty
members as well as the candidates, but only a few went to the
conference.
'Reforms Needed'
All candidates either stated or
agreed with the others, that in
light of the recent suspensions o:f
three students, 1·eform of the disciplinary procedures is needed.
Tom DerryBerry, a second
year law student, said, "I would •
like to enact a code of procedure
under which all students are dis·
ciplined."
He also proposed drawing up
a criminal code for students
modeled after the state penal
code so 1'students can not com.Plain, because they wil know
that they were breaking the
Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrbough
rules," said DerryBerry.
Mike Cole (far right) addresses a press conference held last night
Most of the candidates also
Senate Candidates
at which senate candidates presented t!1cir platforms. Other candiagreed thet•e is a lack of comdates are, I tor, Peter Callahan and Bill Cox.
----~-----·-----------------fl:lllll!l'll:llllill'lilliJIII:IIIffiillllll!lfllilill:fililifllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEIII!UIII:II!IIII

Suspensions Topic
Of KUNM~s Poll
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
Public opinion polls and interviews with various campus
groups are two new features being utilized by the KUNM news
staff to help the station realize
its goal of reflecting the university to itself.
The first public opinion poll began yesterday, and is concerned
with the recent suspensions of
three UNM students.
The poll is being conducted by
telephone, using names from the
student directory. Every tenth
student in the directory is being
contacted, until a total of 384
have been reached.
Ensure Accuracy
Statistically, this number of students must be polled to insure the
poll's accuracy to at least 95 per
cent. The students who are being
polled are not contracted at random, because this would affect the
accuracy of the poll.

Mesa Vista Dorm
Lights Yule 1ree
The UNM Christmas tree was

FRI. & SAI. EVE., JAN. 10, 11 -SOLD OUT
SPECIAL STUDENT MAr. SAT., JAN. 11 - 2:15 P.M.
UNM Students with Activitity Tickets % Price
Adults-- $6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
Tickets Available Wed., Dec. 11 - 9:00 A.M.
277~3121
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(Continued from page 1)
control epileptic seizures. "Some
ha:ve bad side effects, however,
and cause drowsiness and make
it difficult for the patient to keep
his balance," he said.
Tom Emmerson said he felt this
factor helped perpetuate the stigma that epileptics are feebleminded.
In all 50 states, epileptics who
have controlled their seizures for
a two-year period are eligible for
drivers' licenses, Viebranz said.
FOUND
Their insurance p1·emiums, he
FOUND: In front of LOBO office, a pair of
added, are very high due to the
lady's glasses. Owner may cls.im s.t Rm.
risk involved.
16~ Stlldent Publications.
Liske said that epileptics were
FOR SALE
safer drivers than healthy perMINI-CYCLE for sale. Sms.ll, suitable for
b
tl
1'....---.l..-· ·- ~
. ··eal1JlilUS,. slmrL·. ~rlP5; '1':<>11 '"""""'"·. ·Eeo• · · -S«Ull-·-,ecausetey rea h •.,
.ue
nomical, 165 miles to the gallon. Valgreat responsibility they have.
mobile. Best offer under $5G Eliot Glnss·
"Only 0.3 per cent of epileptics'
hcim, 268-36552 •
accidents occur during a seizure,"
. FOR SALE
'63 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in excellent
he said.
condition. New tires including snow tireo.
Emphasizing that laws applyNew upholstery. Call 344-0943 daytime.
ing to epileptics are state and not
100 cc YAMAHA twin :MOTORr.YCLEone owner. excellent conditian. Trnde for
federal laws, W a lker sal'd th a t
pis.no. Call 877-4618.
although New Mexico does not
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovely l!U1;e five
require auto insurance, an epilepbdrm exec. home. 3 baths, formal dining
tt' c A~n be insured, "Whether or
room. Please call .To Mims, Roger Cox &
Associates, 266·8557. After 6 p.m. call
not epileptics can receive liability
345-0629.
insurance in New Mexico is u:p
1963 FORD FALCON FUTURA. One ownto the individual company," he
er. Air conditioner, rs.dio. Excellent condition. 49,000 mi. 27'7-2922 or 274-4884.
added.
POPE PAUL poster 'The PIJI ; 9 11 No-No,"
In tort liability, Thornton said, ·
African chess sets, .rn.smine soap, wood
epileptics are more liable than
chimes. The Bo Tree, 2218 C<!ntral SE.
the healthy person,
GE ••swinger;, portable tape recorders, ACDC Battery. Used, minor repairs needed.
$25. nch. CnJI 277-2601 or oee in RoJnn
1134, Mesa Vista :aan.
ZENITH PORTABLE STEREO. Like new.
Two speaker units each containing 8 in.
& 4 in. spe3ker, Best olrer. Call 268-8371
or 247-8705.
68 Volkswagen Sedan. Sunroof, radio. $750.
Clll!h. Contact: Vermont, llox 47'1, Placitas, New Mex. 87M3.
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM, includ""
amplifier, f;un!!l', tumtabl!! & speakers:
$200. Also for sale, electric portable
typewriter (Smith Corons.110) $130. Call
217·4461.
CORV Am OWNERS - Spoke wheel hubcaps (fotn'} for 13' wheels. Hs.lf price,
like new. Call 242-6725 after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER WANTED by the week.
MU!It he.ve own transportation. Intermted
persons p!ense contact Mrs. Angel at
2323 Kntbr;YD SE Apt. 426, Bldg. 28.
SERVICES
TYPING- TERM PAl'ERS, theses, etc.
268-8908. 505-A Kentucky SE.
1d!MEOGRAl'HlNG---all kinds - reporlap""gnuns • letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - noti""" of mectings - les.'IOns.
Prompt-efficicnt-resl!otls.hle. Cs.ll 2567373.
PERSONALS
SAVINGS before student mtes increalle
mve gift snhscrlptiollll to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYllOY. Other magazinea availlable
(including Esquire, Time & Atlas) at
student mtes. American Bank of Commet<>e in SUB for details.
CHRJSTlllAS BRAND NAME Men's toUetries (Old Spice, .rade, etc.) wholesale
prices. Make your quick money on s. Jegal
cbs.in Jetter, Find out at 213 Cornell SE.

Dr. Richard S. MncNeish; lecture on "Pre·
histm·ic Mexican Cic:ili~fl.tion~The Econom,.
iC Base": Union Theater: 8 p.m.
UNM Women's Ski club meeting; 7 p.m.;
Carlisle gym, room one.
Fint.Us in the women's intramural vo1Iey..
ball tournament 6 :30 p.m.: Carlisle gym;
Kappa Kappa Gammns vervus Chi Ome-

Tuesday, Pee. 10
Sigma chapter of Ph! Alpha :rheta gen:
ern! membershiP mectmg; Unum 2.50-B,.
2:30 p.m.; electi~n of delegate to an tntcr•
national conven.tlon on Dec. 28. .
.
Program of Spanish !'nd J):tspamcAmerican songs; 8 p.m.; K1va.
Faculty-A.U.R.A. luncheon; room 250-A,
Union.

Heady as '15 people looked on.
The 40 :foot high tree, decorated by residents of Mesa Vista
dorm Monday was presented dur·
ing the tree lighting ceremony at
7:00 p.m.
Heady accepted the tree on behalf of UNM and thanked the
Mesa Vista residents for their
work.
In reference to the luminarios
which trimmed the dorm, he said,
"Luminarios are a N cw Mexico
tradition that residents are trying to introduce throughout the
country/'
The tree lighting ceremony was
opened up with Christmas carols.
Heady said he hoped the ceremony would become a tradition
at UNM.

Ron Bell, KUNM news director,
said that a random sampling of
students showed that students
were ''split about 50-50 on the
question of whether or not the
three students should have been
suspended."
Bell said that the poll should be
completed by the middle of this
week. Results will be announced
on news broadcasts after they
have been compiled and broken
down statistically.
The news department plans to
conduct two polls a month for the
duration of the school year. They
will select timely topics that pertain to campus activities.
Interview Series
Starting Monday, Dec. 23, the
station will begin broadcasting
a series o:f interviews twice daily.
Each day, an interview with a
different campus group will be
featured. The interviews, conducted by James Funk, will be broadcast at 2:20 p.m. and again at
9:20p.m.
Next semester, the news department plans to revamp its
standard news programs. "Instead of giving the time-worn,
Walter Cronkite type of informative news program, a panel discussion with a news background
is being planned," said Bell.
"The discussion will take approximately 15 minutes, and will
inform . the listener of regular
news events, as well as create an
understanding of the news by
telling the listener about the
background of the event in q_uestion," Bell said.
"Detter Comprehension"
Bell said that he felt this style
of reporting would be particularly
effective in creating better comprehension of campus events.
"The news department needs
people who are interested and
well versed in UNM activities, so
that the station may be more
effective in reporting campus
news in a more comprehensive
manner,'' said Bell.

Inside Pages
VISTA ••••••• Page 4
Black Literature. Page 8
Opinion Poll ... Page 4
Jesus the Commodity
........ Page 3
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UNM Residents
To Attend Class
Despite Snow
By DAVID HUTSON
Staff Writer
Winter converged suddenly on
UNM a little over a week ago,
bringing with it a flurry of questions concerning the UNM snow
policy.
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender said,
"There is no specific snow policy
for the university. There really
has been no need for one, as Albuquerque receives little snow,
and when it does, it stays only a
short time."
"If there is sufficient snow to
make a student tardy or completely absent, then, of course,
there will be sufficient recourse
for him," said Lavender.
F. B. Williams, manager of
maintenance, told about some of
the problems snow creates. "We
were taken by surprise by the recent snow, and we were a little
slow getting started on it.''
"Usually," he said, "when it
snows at night, we have a crew
working by daylight. We try to
get it off the toad before it has a
chance to freeze."
Several students were asked
what they would do when it
snows. Those living on campus
said there was no reason why
they shouldn't try to get to class.
Most o:f the students living offcampus said they would try to
get to class also with a few reservations.

it ·

eas

bagging
(the language requirement)."
Lowering the voting age to 18
was opposed by only four of t~
candidates : Bill Cox, Charles
Trasw, Martin Hughes, and Dick
Kurtz. Cox said 18-year-olds "are
too easily influenced and do not
care enough when they are just
out of high school" to make a
good judgement on voting.
Jell' Long was particularly concerned with the advisory system
fOl' students. "Partieularly freshmen should have some kind of
professional
advisement,"
he
said.
Intramural Break Proposed
Cox also proposed an hour
break from 4:30 p.m. to 5 : 30
p.m. for intramurals or for students who wish to get more involved with student government.
He also called for a "dead
week" prior to finals for studyinJ!,.
Each candidate was given two
minutes to pl·esent his or her
platform. They were then allowed time for any closing remarks
and answered questions from the
audience.
Before the press conference
ended, Senator Steve van Dresser
said this group of candidates was
"far more aware" than others
that he bad seen, "All the same,
so m e people are advocating
things, such as judicial reform,
which are already 'in the mill,' "
said van Dresser.

Power Company·

May Hike Rates-By JOHN 1\HLOGLAV
Staff Writer
Seventy per cent of UNM's
students reside in New Mexico,
but very few of them know that
one of the largest companies operating in the state is asking for
a raise in consumer rates.
The Public Service Company
(PSC) of New Mexico recently
petitioned the state Public Utilities Commission (PUC) for per~
mission to increase consumer
electricity rates $2.7 million a
year.
The increase would cost the
111,505 residential customers ,each
about $12 more annually. PSC
President George Schreiber said
over half of the $2.7 million would
go for state and federal taxes.
"So PSC Can Continue"
When asked if the customers
would get any benefits from the
increased rates, Schreiber said
"It would allow us (PCS) to continue (operations).''
Two of the reasons given :for
the rate hike at the hearing were
a decrease in pro-rated percentage profit, and expansion of PSC's
operating plant.
Exhibits presented by the PSC
at the hearing showed that the
percentage profit was dropping,
but the figures had ben worked
up using adjustment allowances
being petitioned for but not currently allowed.
. Income Will Drop
The actual net income fot· the
PSC went up $1.95 million from
1963 to $6.54 million last year.
Earnings per share of common
stock rose from $1.25 to $1.67 in
the same period. Schreiber said
the level would drop this year.
The PSC and five other utilities
companies are constructing a new
electtic plant in the northwest
corner of the state, but it is not
expected to be teady for public

use until next year. Also under
construction is a high-voltage line
from that station south across
New Mexico, but it won't be in
service until 1970-71.
Construction Costs Included
Construction costs for both
projects were included in :figures
presented at the hearing, even
though the state commission has
a rule that only items in public
use can be included in adjustment
allowances.
Deletion of the items mentioned above would lower the allowances and increase the pro-rated
profits, thus reducing the n.\!~~
for a rate increase.
The commission's cross-examination of PSC witnesses brought
out the :fact that projects from
prior years did not come close to
those in the petition, leading the
board "to wonder about (possible)
inaccuracies in the projections in
the petition."
Schreiber said the cost of money
(i.e.-the interest rates which
companies of the same status as
the PSC pay on loans) has risen
sharply in the last few years
(from 3.75 per cent in 1952 .to 7
per cent this year) and could not
have been foreseen when the
earlier reports were made.

Announcement ,.,,
Student senate's regular meeting tomorrow night will be held
in Hokona lounge in an attempt
"to enhance participation in student government/' said Senator
Sterling Nichols.
Refreshments will be served at
the meeting, which will begin at
'7 p.m. Although students can attend any senate meeting, this is a
special effort "to make contacts
with students," Nichols said.
There will be open participation at the meeting, Nichols
stressed. "Students may address
any senate member or the senate
as a group," he said.
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The New Mexico lobo Is published
dally every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by t~e Board of Student Publications of tho Associotod Students of
the Unive,.lty of New Monico, and is not
finoncially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, Now
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
far the academic year,
•
The opinions expre.sod on tho edltor~al
pages of The Lobo are those of tho
author solely. UnolgRI!d opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represenb the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni•
versify of New Mexico.

Called Slave Rebellion

Book Examines 'Black Rage'

.;c;

,;~

"And among other thi'ngs,
the demonstrators called us 'pigs' .

...,,

------------------

.,.Editorial

Act of Conscience
(This is the essence of a "We Won't Go" statement draft·
. ed by the National Student Association (NSA) last year. It
, is currently being recirculated among college student body
. presidents and newspaper editors all across the country. ~a.st
:year the statement was signed by 103 presidents and ed1tors
•and similar statements were signed by 200 Woodrow Wilson
FeJiows and 19 Danforth Fellows.)
Students have, for a long time, made known their desire
for a peaceful settlement of the war. The present negotia•tions, however, .are not an end in themselves, but rather the
means to a complete cease-fire and American extrication.

•I

~

I
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And until that ceasefire is reached, or until the Selective
·!Service System is constructively altered, young men who
oppose this war will continue to face the momentous decision
of how to respond to the draft.
In December of 1966, our predecessors as student body
·presidents and editors, in a letter to President Johnson,
warned that "a great many of those faced with the prospect
of military duty find it hard to square perfonnance of the
duty with concepts of personal integrity and conscience."
Many of the draft age have raised this issue. Last spring
. over 1000 seminarians wrote to Secretary of Defense McNamara suggesting the recognition of conscientious objec- tion to particular wars as a way of easing the coming cont f:rontation between the demands of law and those whose con• sciences will not permit them to fight in Viet Nam.
Nonetheless, despite all our efforts, the Selective Service
~System has remained impervious to constructive cha~?"e.
.. ~r-esently, thousands of fellow students face the probability
·vof immediate induction into the anned forces.
Left without a third alternative, we will act according
to our consciences. We campus leaders cannot participate in
· a war which we believe to be immoral and unjust.
Although this for each of us is an intensely personal.
decision, we publicly and collectively express our intention
to refuse induction, and to aid and support those who decide
to refuse. We will not serve in the military as long as the
war in VietNam continues.

By CARL WORD
College Press Service
At San Francisco State this
month, whites are slugged for
"no apparent reason" by black
students. At Columbia last spring
blacks openly e:xpressed their
rage at the white institution
which gave many of them scholarships.
Why, at a dozen other universities, do black student groups
express their hostility to whites
and jeer "liberals" with a particular contempt? And why, all of a
sudden, is it dangerous for whites
to be in ghetto areas?
Book Makes It Clear
Price Cobbs and W illi a m
Grier in "Black Rage,'' put it
squar'ely before us. Black rage is
clearly the slave rebellion that
never quite took place, the insurrection that Nat Turner and Denmark Versey and the host of other
slaves striving fQr :freedom by
any means necessary never quite
carried off.
And because no slave rebellion
ever freed black people, "the civilization that tolerated slavery
dropped its slaveholding cloak,
but the minds of QUr citizens
have never been freed.''
None Are Free
Neither the former slavehold·
ers nor the victims have been
freed: the same attitudes whites
held toward blacks in those times
still prevail, and the same black
reactions to their concentrationcamp slave environment shackle
black progress today.
For reasons in every way appropriate to the day-to . . day insults, brutality and discrimination, black folks have had to develop a black norm-a cultural

To The Editor:
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CAMPUS CIRCUlATION
MAILING

requisite :for acceptance by whites
has been what others term "the
the pasPostal clerk syndrome,"
. . mce
. negro, "
sive, non-assert .
Ive,
against whom other blacks are
measured. In industrial and professional situations, the only way
up was to leave your manhood at
home and play at being a man
witho'ut really being one.
Clean Style Unequalled
The book is without equal in its
clarity of style and exposition.
As its authors intended, the tone
is melancholy and grave, for the
situation, at least as far as black
people are concerned, has been
:md continues to be .one of sad·
ness and mourning.
The overriding experience of
the black American has been grief
and sorrow.
Grier and Cobbs illustrate their
arguments with case histories
from their own practice, with
keen insight into the psychopathology o£ paranoia, a magnification
of the cultural paranoia which
affects aU black people.
Where From Here?
But where Grier and Cobbs
leave off is the most important
part. Where do we go from here?
I think the 1·esults of the last
election c 1e a r 1y demonstrate
white contempt for black people;
and a straw is in the wind for a
new black man, no longer a "mce
guy" ready to accept white as
right. The authors tell us rage is
a healthy reaction to oppression,
a 350-year-old crime perpetrated
by ·white :people on blacks, but
they leave it there.
When the debt is due, nothing
short of genocide will still black
people. For truly it will soon be
the fire this time.

.

L<!ttcni nrc welco!Dc, and should
be no longer thnn 250 worda type-

written, double spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be
included, nlthough name w)U be
withheld upon requ<St.

remain aware of that
To The Editor:
For the :past several weeks I
have read the letters written by
students who, 1 suppose, would
identify themselves as being revolutionaries. I have tried to objectively evaluate what they hav.e
said (in as much as that is possible) and would now appreciate the
same courtesy.
Everyone speaks from his own
experiences; mine include over
four years on a college campus
and a tour in Viet Nam as a Marine infantry lieutenant. Therefore what I have to say will of
necessity contain bias. I have

Jl)I
i'lj

paranoia "in which every white
man is a potential enemy unless
proved otherwise, and e_very ~o
cial system is set agamst him
unless he personally finds out
differently.''
Blacks Analyzed
Cobbs and Grier, two black
psychiatrists, have done wh~t
Frantz Fanon touched on m
''Black Skin, White Masks," what
Eldridge Cleaver lived through in
"Soul on Ice," and analyzed what
James Baldwin means when he
tells about growing up black in
''The Fire Next Time.''
"For the black man in t~is
country, it is not so much a ~a~
ter of acquiring manhood as It IS
a struggle to feel it his own.
Whereas the white man regards
his manhood as his ordained
right, the black man is eng~ged in
a never-ending battle for 1ts possession.
Throughout his life, at each
critical point of development, the
black boy is told to hold back, to
constrict, to subvert and camouflage his normal masculinity.
Male assertiveness becomes a
forbidden fruit, and if it is at.
tained, it must be savored privately.''
In such a "trick bag" it was
wholly appropriate that black
mothers raise their children to be
as acceptable as possible, for she
knew the terrible retribution
visited on blacks foolhardy
~nough to assert their manhood in
a slave country.. Make it very
clear, this has been and continues
to be a slave country. Only the
titles have been changed; the attitudes have remained.
Thus, being a successful Negro
in America has always meant being a castrated Negro. The pre-

STAFF

Grant Harvey
Sarah laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, Anne O'Brien, Shannon Robinson, Scott
Sandlin, Sa11d1·a Schauer, Susan Smith, Susan Craig,
Jack Austin, Bill Guthrie, Oavid Hutson
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony louderbough, Bob ldger
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Grant Harvey
David Baker
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fact.
I have no quarrel with the
causes espoused by the 'new
left'. Every responsible person
should desire to see civil rights
shared fully by all citizens; everyone· should detest war as a means
of resolving conflict; all people
should be able to :Participate in
the political, educational, and
social processes which determine
the future of America~specially
the young, :for it is they who
must someday take over the helm.
I reject, however, the philosophy of nihilism. One can not advocate the complete disruption or
destruction of our society's institutions, or practices wtihout offering U:P responsible, alternative
solutions. Progress and change
are required, but they can not
be permanently achieved through
irresponsible actions.
To those who would argue that
our own society was founded on
the principal of revolution, I re·
fer them to the words of Alexis
de Tocqueville: "· .. The revolution of the United States was the
result of a mature, reflecting,
preference of freedom, and not
a vague or ill-defined craving for
independence. It contracted no
alliance with the turbulent :passions of anarchy; its course was
marked on the contrary, by a love
of law and order.''
John F. Heilman

Peculiar Scene
To The Editor:
A :peculiar scene greeted my
usual attempt to get to class on
the morning of John F. Kennedy's ·
assassination anniversary. Sus-

nended Mannie W!'ight st-Dod with
;, group of :friends talking, when
I over-heard him say that the flag
should be at half-mast today in
honor of the dead President.
He was referring to 'Old Glory'
waving proudly in :front of Johnson Gym. Mannie trotted in front
of me to the foot of the flag pole
and began making the proper adjustments. I was moving to help
him when Barney Feif's (local
and fearless campus cop) screaming brakes interrupted the silence.
Feif's head nearly hit the windsheild as he jumped from the still
haulting police machine; his ner~
vous gun-hand free, he challenged young Wright.
To add to the confusion1 the
friends of Wright gathered on
the spot and began chanting antiViet Nam war slogans. A saggy
and balding P.E. instructor now
joined in, presumably as the tennis-shoed representative of the
frustrated George Wallace faction, and the maelstrom began
with each member of this unsightly group playing out his preordained part, I stood near thinking, "If I try explaining to Feif,
the ca.mpus police force will record me as a subversive. If I tell
the representative of the P.E.
Department, 1 may not graduate
for lack of a P.E. credit. On the
other hand, if I explain and
Manuel doesn't get arrested, he
will never speak to me again. In
fact, the least that will ha.pplm is
that Mannie and friends will be
angry and the other extreme is
that I'll be drafted. So, I walked
on to class thinking that silence
was not a fit memorial.11
Ron Hamilton
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On Open Market

Jesus Christ Converted Into a Product:

By BOB CUMMINGS
The Georgia Straight
Jesus Christ-like shaving lo~
tion, beer, or instant coffee-has
been converted into a marketable
product by Western society. He
is sold on a lifetime contract by
the Catholics. . . . retailed on the
easy payment plan by the orthodo:x: Protestants ..•. and peddled
with a fervant, imitation gold,
"bargain of a lifetime" pitch by
the fanatics Qf all shadings.
Whatever the pitch or sell, Jesus Christ is usually given the
treatment that also goes with
soap flakes or breakfast cereal.
Each version is the biggest, the
best, the purest, the "only" way
to true salvation. Each guarantees the whitest souls, the bright.
est afterlife, and the absolute
answer to every problem from
dingy morals to social decay. And
to each, every other denomination
is Brand "X".
Simple Humanity
In each of its commercial
forms, Christianity manages to
by-pass the simple humanity of
Jesus Christ to blow up some pre·
fabricated image that was creat.
ed by, and for, a specific God. The
ideals of a common brotherh9od
of love are submerged in bickering and dissent about credos and
dogma. Each sect sees itself as
supreme before God and judges
the others as if it were God.
Where is the Christ of a dusty
road in a silk-and~jewel draped
Pope who holds up a solid gold
cross and speaks of "poverty and
humility" in pompous monotones?
Where is the Christ of prostitutes
and tax collectors in the segre-

gated, suit-and-tie churches of
middle-class Protestantism
Where is the Christ of love and
peace in hellfire, hatred, and
"death to the unbeliever" sermons on street corners? Where
is the Christ of charity in those
who arrangue drunks before giving them a bowl of soup and a
sandwich? Where the hell is
Christ in Christianity ?
These are the real blaspheme1·s
of Christ. . . . the ones who have
taken his message and his mean·
ing and distorted it so that it can
be matched to any form of bigotry
or prejudice or hatred. It is difficult to reconcile Christ with the
wars and murders that have been
conducted in his name.
Greedier Culture
It is more difficult to picture
him as a part of the fat, greedoriented, white Western cultures
that bandy his name about as
though he was born in a midleclass Chicago suburb and a.ttended the local church.
Ludicrously, almost every bigot
oriented occidenta.l government
from South Africa to Alabamaclaims to be founded on Christian
principles and "dedicated to
GOD". In reality, if Jesus Christ
were to walk the streets and
preach his message in almost
any Christian country today, he
would be arrested along with the
other "commies, idealists, agitators and misfits.''
Cover Philosophy
The moat tragic aspect of this
is that these anti-Christ Christians, these religious hucksters,
these sanctimonious Bible thumpers have managed to cover a very

u

; Calling

I

by the brittle concept that it is
the only religion with all others
automatically sacreligious where
they diverge from Biblical scriptures.
Understandably, a r e 1 i g ion
,whose scope is narrowed to
church structures and outdated
credos must eventually lose its
appeal to a constantly evolvh1g
race of thinking being:;.
The world is moving forward
towards a greater belief in a universal humanity and every time
the churches stand on tradit&m it
is due time to erase these barriers
to progress. It would be unfortunate if the basic message of
Chl'ist was lost with the secular
garbage. Love and peace are a
beautiful trip.

V511SY
Makers of Hanel Made
ln"ian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Open forum for Senate ea:ndldntcs; 8 p.m.;
Union ballroom.
Wedncsdn:v, Dec. 11
Faculty·A.U.R.A. luncheon, room 253,
Union.
Student Senat<l c!>ndidntcs spcaldng on
the ooall; 10 n.m. to 2 v.m.
Open Student Senate meeting; 7 l].m.;
Iiokona Hall Lounge.
Program of Svnnish and Hispanlc•Amer·
ica.n [jonas: 8 p.m.; Kiva.
Thursday, Dec. 12
Dr. Ronald DcVriC9, speaking on toak
scheduling and nssociative memorY scheduling; a p.tl1.; Room 201, Electrical Engineer·
ln~r Building.
Frid:llf, Dec. 13
Dr. Peter Berger speaking on "The Noise
ot Solemn .Assemblies;" 7 :30 p.m. Kiva.
Peter L. Berner: to speak on 'The Religious Establishment in Anleri~;" Kiva;
7:30 p.m..
u
Rodey Theater production of "Becket ;
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3:30 and 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 14
Chrlstmns to:v dance; Ne'Wttlan Center; 8
p.m.: admission Is n!!w toy or 15¢.
Rodey Theater production of ••Becket";
Rodey theater; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3: 80 and 6: 80 p.m.
So.ndcy, Dec. 15
Rodey Theater production of "Becket":
Rodey Theater. tickets on anle at Rodey box
office between a: 80 and 8:80 p.m.
Las Campanas song fest; 7 p.m., Union.
Hanging ol the Gre<!tls; will begin nt
5:80 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 16
:Peace Corps plncetnent langUage test;
Pbu:ement Center 8 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 17
Peaee Corps p)acclnent language test;
Placement Center B a.m.

l'ellce Corvs placement language test;
Placement Center 8 n.m.
Pianists George Robert and Morton
Sehoen:Ccld in two-~iano music progrnm;
Recital Hall, I•'inc Arts Center; 8 :15 p.m.
Thursday, Dee. 19
. Teneher evaluation grading; G:30 p.m. to
10 p.m.; upstairs in the Union.
Peace Corps placement language test:
Placement Center 8 n.m,
UNM Performing Arts Film Series,
Mnrx Brothers; l'ovclo:v H<lll, 7:30 v.m.
Tickets $2 ndU!fll, $1.60 !acuity, $1 students
lllld children.
Frldn:v, Dec. 20
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Peace Corps placement lunguage test;
Saturday, Dec. 21
Gymnnstio clinic; Johnson Gym auxiliary
gym; 9 :30 to 11 a.m.

Wcdne!dJlY, Dee. 18

89 Winroc:k Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbuc:ks

j

3404 Constitution N.E.
Near Carlisle

:

Study & Wash

l·
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BEST MUSICAL-ALL AWARDS
N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS CIRCLE/TONY AWARD/
OUTER CIRCLE/VARIETY POLL/SAT. REVIEW

t
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Change Available
At All Times
17
8

..

Open 24 Hours !

~

•
: New Washers

j

J
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828

Childrens'
Bargains

.............................................................
~
Coin
~
~
Laundry
~

•
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NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

Present

Teaeher Evnluntton crnd!ng; 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m.; UPsw!rs In the Union.

.

deny and even denounce, those
parts of Islam, Buddhism, etc.
that could have been fused with
Christianity to create a religion
applicable to all mankind.
Near Uselessness
In addition, the inner sectional·
ism within Christianity has further narrowed each denomination
to the point of dogmatic nearuselessness. Each is so busy
guarding its separate religious
fortress that it has become b1ind
as well as segregated.
Having established itself as
keepers of the true faith, each
sect :finds it difficult to expand
with the times without disquali·
fying some part of its traditional
beliefs. Thus, the fundamentalists
are stuck with Adam and Eve despite the overwhelming evidence
of evolution.
Papal Encyclicals
The Catholics are saddled with
two thousand years of Papal encyclicals covering everything from
birth control to the shape of the
universe.
And all Christians are confined

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Announoemen!s by
the UNM communIty will be accepted
o.t The Lobo office.
A 24-hcur deadline
Ill in effect.

Tuesday, Dec. 10
Melvin Bcllh speech in Popejoy Hall; 8

p.m.

beautiful philosophy in a very
ugly theology, They have turned
the credo of universal humanity
into an introverted social club for
select denominations, select nationalities, select races and select
colours.
And yet, when the story of
Christ is read under compatible
circumstances--such in a quiet
park or with a joint of marijuana
-it becomes a message of a sim·
ple, gentle, beautiful person lay.
ing his trip of love and peace on
other men. And when his beliefs
are applied today, they can be
recognized as much in a seedy
drunk sharing his precious bottle
of bay rum as in a massive cathedral.
Money Changers
In fact, many of today's leading Christians appear more like
the money-changers that he
threw out of the temple or the
dogmatic Pharisees that opposed
him than the masses of simple
peasants that originally followed
him.
Another problem with modern
Christianity and also medieval
Christianity, is that it is incapable of expansion and unable to accept the best parts of other religions. Like political black and
whites, anything not directly applicable to Christian scripture is
"heathen'' and thus taboo.
Consequently, it is forced to

~

Dryers ~

.............................................................

Country Bam
Every Monday & Tuesday
Special
For Those Chilly Days
HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style
ONLY

19¢

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Look for the Yell ow Roof
2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

FRI. & SAT. EVE., JAN. 10, 11 - SOLD OUT
SPECIAL STUDENT MAT. SAT., JAN. 11 -2:15 P.M.
UNM Students with Activitity Tickets Y2 Price
Adults- $6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
Tickets Available Wed., Dec. 11 - 9:00 A.M.
TEL.

2n~312l

I
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VISTA

•

Worker
Seeks Recruits

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
"If you're not part of the soluti<Yil1 you're pat·t of the problem,"
said Vicki Same!, who will be recruiting volunteers for VISTA at
UNM from Wednesday, Dec. 11
through Friday, Dec. 13.
Thursday, Dec. 12, at 7:30
p.m., is VISTA night at the Newman Center.
The academy award winning
documentary "A Year Towards
Tomorrow" will be shown. All
students are invited to see the
film and stay for a discussion on
VISTA's new objectives. Some
local VISTA volunteers will be
present to answer questions and
participate n the discussion.
Although the minimum age to
qualify as a VISTA volunteer is
18, only five per cent of those
presently entering VISTA are
;;roder 20.
VISTA has placed a new emphasis on the skilled volunteer,
who has the "imagination and
initiative to take off on his
own," said Miss Same!. "VISTA
is basically unstructured. We
need people who can understand
community problems, be sensitive
to what the people in the area
want to accomplish, and then
work out a program to fit the
need."
VISTA volunteers must also
help other city and state organizations to become involved in the
community's problems, said Miss
Same!.
John Goldsmith, supervisor of
Bernalillo County VISTA volun-

i

•I
ij

:I

'I
;l
I)
d

teers, described the organization's objectives in this area.
.. ~~e are concentrating on community development by helping
the poor to help themselves."
Construction co-operatives
have been organized for people
of "low incomes with skills so
they can get in on the business
aspect of life," said Goldsmith.
The co-operatives contract for
any project which they have the
skills to fulfill.
"We are investigating the possibility of establishing day care
centers for mentally retarded

children run by neighborhood
residents," said Goldsmith. "We
hope that people of lower income
will become more involved in
changing t h e i r environment
through participation in programs like the Model Cities
Plan."
VISTA has also expanded efforts in working with juvenile
delinquents and developing New
Mexico mountain areas of Tijeras
and Chi!ili.

Dick earned his B.S.M.E. in 1967. He's
now a manufacturing engineer at IBM. "But
I was wrong about IBM," he says. "There
are plenty of opportunities for M.E.'s in
just about all areas, especially in development and manufacturing."

Lobo Photo by Grnnt Harvey

New Parking Lot

With approximately 6,000 parking spaces less than student cars,
students are turning lawns into parking lots.

learn what's new in other fields that affect
your specialty," Dick says.

"It's sort of like solving a very difficult
three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle," he
says. "And it's a 'pure' engineering job.
The kind I was trained for. Because, in the
final analysis, responsibility for manufacturing the memory component rests with
the mechanical engineer."

Check with your placement office

Interdisciplinary environment
Dick's job exposes him to a lot of
different disciplines: electronics and
chemistry, for example. He finds that the
diversity helps him keep up to date
technologically. "It gives you a chance to

If you're interested in the opportunities
for mechanical engineers at IBM, ask your
placement office for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Harley Thronson,
IBM Corp., Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We'd like to hear
from you even if you're headed for graduate
school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

KUNM Offers New Blues Program
Charlie Musselwhite, B. B.
King, Joe Turner, J'ohn Mayall,
Paul Butterfield, Captain John
Handy, and the P<'!anut Butter
Conspiracy. They're all part of
the blues revival that's beginning
on the coasts (whet"e, for some
reason, new movements and fads
always begin), and now has
reached UNM.
Blues had its basic beginnings
in the south and has influenced
all1'nst every form of popular
music, especially jazz and rock.
Now, there's pure blues, rock
blues, jazz blues, and almost

Announcement
Students seeking senate positions in Friday's election wJII be
at an open forum tonight at 8
p.m. in the north balhoom of the
Union.
Senator Tony Olmi, chairman
of the election committee, said
that there are 34 students running for ten senate positions.
Each candidate will be allowed to
give a short speech, and there
will be a question-and-answer
period, he said.
Tomorrow, candidates will use
the P.A. system on the mall to
address students from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.

J
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every variation in between.
All these .styles are heard on
"Off The Wall," KUNM's new
blues program, broadcast on
Wednesdays at 9:30 p.m. The
program, hosted by Neil Kaufman and Mike Maddox, features
all types of blues from traditional artists like Joe Turner and B.
B. King, to other artists like the
Beatles and the Yardbirds.
"Blues is an old thing that
never quite made it," says Kaufman. "Now, its starting to come
through. The responsiveness is
here, and we're trying to develop
it."
The two hosts take half-hour
shifts at the turntable giving
each segment a "personality" of
its own. Kaufman leans towards
"hard" rock blues and traditional sounds, many of which are
reminscent of the fifties, and the

can listen- really sit down and
listen to the music, as one would
at a concert, instead of allowing
the radio to become a transporter
of background noise, you might
very well come to appreciate the
blues and its new revival.
The listening is casual, and
carries a variety of sounds, all
with the basic blues background.
If you don't know what the blues
sounds like, listening to the program will be a small education
fot· you, and you may even be one
of the listeners who call the station to ask, "What's that you're
playing?"
"Those calls are the best kind,"
says Kaufman, who senses that
tl1e blues revival will grow into
a popular mode, with more and
more English an d American
groups using the blues genre for
musical expression.

beginning of rock 'n 1•oll.
Maddox, on the other hand,
comes across with a sound reminding one of modern jazz artists like John Coltrane and Miles
Davis. But his segment has its
traditional side, too. Captain John
Handy and Louis Armstrong give
the pt•ogram an occasional "Dixieland" sound that comes across
well, because all the selections
played are good solid blues by
competent artists.
Commercial radio seems to
have taken over the medium and
made the radio a means for relaying news and advertisements,
rather than allowing it to be
used as a means for entertainment.
"Off The Wall." like the rest of
t h e "specialty" programs on
KUNl\:I, is entertaining and carries a certain mood with it. If you

Conservative Uprising

·······:.

..

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (CPS) Like most institutions of higher
learning, the administration of
Pikeville College faces opposition
from among its students. The issues are the same as elsewhere.
But at this schooi in the heart of
Appalachia the administration is
liberal, and the student "revolt"
is a conservative one.
This unique twist to campus
rebellion has brought national
publicity and smiles among the
nation's educators. But Pikeville's revolt in reverse is actually more than it seems.

many supposedly more progressive and sophisticated institutions.
Free speech, interracial dating,
the school's involvement in social
problems, the relevance of education, student involvement in decision-making, freedom of the
class-room, student dress and behavior, a college's response to
change-these are the issues.
Labels "Unfair''
The people on opposite sides of
the ideological fence insist that
''liberal" and "conservative" labels are unfair, but their views
defy any other easy description.
The ultimate personification of
orderly change and liberalism is
Dr. Thomas Johns, at 37 one of
the nation's youngest college
presidents. Because of his divinity degree, he jokingly ca!Is himself ''minister of maintenance,"
but he has been referred to as
"director of wild life" on campus.
Reaction lMvitable
More precisely, Dr. Johns is an
innovator. His ideas about education are refreshing in a season

of repression by college fldministrators. "We're expenencing
(at the college) progressive education in its truest sense that I
can't even sell to other educators.
How can you expect Rnythinebut reaction from the community?" he asks in frustration.
Since he came to Pikeville 19
months ago, Dr. Johns has replaced some 30 old professors,
stressed sociology and psychology, funded anti-poverty work
and new campus buildings with
federal grants, expanded field
study, put students on facultytrustee committees and changed
chapel services to a forum on
contemporary, controversial issues.
Get Involved
He has urged students to get
involved in community action on
such local problems as strip mining, illiteracy and pollution.
Pikeville College's board of
trustees has consistently backed
Dr. Johns, but he still meets intense opposition from students
and townspeople. The "fire" on
campus grew out of concern of
students who "legitimately feel
that involvement with any organization or activity-which is condemned by a large segment of the
community" is wrong, Dr. Johns
said in an interview.

Sell-Outs Cause Change
For 'Man of La Mancha'

Miss Patricia Marand will por•
tray Aldonza in the musical "Man
of La Mancha" at Popejoy Hall
Jan. 10 and 11.

"I used to think IBM
would be one of the last
places for an M~~E!'

Pikeville College 1n Revolt

Real Issues Clouded
The conservative-liberal split is
only part of the conflict. The real
issues and the sincere opposition
to change have been clouded by
rumors, misunderstanding, ignorance, stubbornness, emotionalism,
and fear of the unknown - all
traits not lacking in this region.
But an outsider can see that
this tiny hilltop campus with a
student body of 1200 is a microcosm of what's happening at

Patricia Marand

Dick chose manufacturing engineering
when he joined IBM because he was interested in producing core planes for memory
components. He says, "After the component has been designed, I coordinate the
tooling and all the other manufacturing
processes. I initiate basic ideas on the design of tooling and work closely with the

people who design and build the machine
tools and install the production machinery.

·off The Wall'

.l
:

"I was skeptical about IBM as a place for
mechanical engineers," says Dick Driscoll.

"Man of La Mancha," the
Broadway musical which won
five Tony awards, has been scheduled for a third performance at
the UNM Popejoy Hail next
month.
The musical was originally
scheduled for 8:15 p.m. performances on Jan. 10 and 11. A 2:16
matinee has now been added on
Jan. 11.
The matinee was scheduled

when ticket sales for the first
two days' performances indicated
there would be an early sell-out
for the evening performances
said Bill Martin, director o£
Popejoy Hall.
For the Saturday afternoon
performance, priceg have been
eut in half for public school stu.
dents, Martin added. Matinee
tickets will be sold starting Wednesday, Detl. 11.
'

t

'

'

Annual Exhibition
Features Books
The American Association of
University Presses' fou1-th annual
exhibition of 26 outstanding books
is on display in the special collections department of Zimmerman
Library through Dec. 13,
'
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Lob·o Gymnasts Win
In First Competition
UNM sophomore Jim Hruban 10 Rocky Mountain schools en·
won the all-around championship tered.
Hruban, of Omaha, Nebraska,
of the Rocky Mountain Open
gymnastics meet in Boulder, Colo. took the grueling six-event
with a total of 49.70 points, Fri- championship which has ftloor
exercise, side horse, rings, long
day and Saturday.
It waa the first meet of the horse, parallel bars and the high
season for coach Rusty Mitchell's bar as part of the routine.
But Hruban wasn't the only
gymnasts, but no team scores
outstanding
Lobo winner. Stormy
were kept for the meet which had

Eaton, a sophomore from Scottsdale, Ariz. was voted. by coaches
and gymnasts as the Most Outstanding Gymnast entered. He
won his specialty, the free exer- ·
cise, with a cumulative two-day
average of 9:35 out of a possible
10.
Lobo senior Tom Gallioto won
the side horse with a 9.15.
Bob Manna tied for first in the
parallel bars with a 9.0 score to
round out top Lobo finishes.
In the seven event meet, UNM
had nine gymnasts place in the
top three of the varied events.
UNM's next meet will be at
the Western Clinic, Dec. 25-31, in
Tucson.

Shop the Basket Shop
*Mexican & Indian Crafts
*Carved Wood
' ..,
*Rattan
. \ ·;~":,
<I /. .•
*Hemp,'.:.··
. .

You will find Christmas
gifts for anyone
on your shopping
list

.::1

~
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·~~,;··. :, : . :; :.: ·;>·:r···:... ,·.~·

Old Town Plaza-842-8022
Open evenings until9:00

Heigths
5318 Menaul NE
265·5951
Open until
5:30p.m.
Fridays
Until9:00

Baske

Shop

A man's razor
isn't made
for a woman's body.
A woman's body needs a woman's
shaver. A Lady Norelco 15L.

A shaver that's comfortable for

a woman.

A shaver that has two shaving
edges. One for legs and one for underarms.

A shaver that shaves underarms as close or closer than a blade
in 2 out of 3 shaves as tested in an
Independent laboratory. {As does the
Beauty Sachet 25LS on the right.)
The Beauty Sachet 25LS is just

like a beauty salon.

It manicures, pedicures, mas·
sages, applies facial creams, buffs
and files nails, and stimulates your
scalp and muscles.
But in another way, it's more
than a beauty parlor.
It also shaves your legs and
underarms.
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Alpha Tau Omega Sets
Games For Tournament

LOBO

SPORTS

Editor . • .
MIKE PERRY

Writers ..•

The first annual ATO bt1.sketball tourney, sponsored by Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity, will get
underway tonight at Johnson
Gym, with three games scheduled.
Sigma Phi Epsilon will meet
Pi Kappa Alpha in the evening's
first game, scheduled for 7:00
p.m. Phi Sigma Kappa will hit it
off with Sigma Chi at 8:15, while
Alpha Epsilon Pi will face host
Alpha Tau Omega at 9;;JO.
Everyone is invited to attend
the ten-team, four-day (Dec. 10,
11, 12, and 15) tourney, which is
held in conjunction with the intramural department.

JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Sun-Tan ned Lobo Cagers

Meet Occidental, UTEP
(The Roller Skate) Archibald,
By MIKE PERRY
and
Andrew White fighting for
Sports Editor
Coach Bob King and his sun- wins. Archibald, a 6~0 junior, hit
tanned team return to University on 364 points last year for a
Arena Friday .and Saturday 15.8 average,
Also playing will be the 6-3
nights with back-to-back games
against Occidental and the Uni- Andrew White, a senior from
Washington.
versity of Texas at El Paso.
Starting at guard will be Kenny
The Lobos eame through with
John,
a 5-10 junior who was redtwo victories over coach Red
Rocha'u Hawaii Rainbow team shirted last year. As a sophowhich gave UNM a tougher bat- more, he averaged 6.8 points a
game and picked off 45 rebounds.
tle than it expected.
. Friday UNM pulled the game
out in the closing seconds, 63-56.
And the following night UNM
had little trouble as it waltzed to
a 76-62 victory.
Dimunitive Petie Gibson led
UNM scoring with 18 points, on
Friday night. Be was backed up
by the double-figured scoring of
Stretch Howard (16), Steve
Shropshire (15), and Ron Sanford (12).
King Pleased
Coach Bob King was happy
with the win and his team's play.
"I thought we looked a lot better. It was the first time we looked like a ball club," he said.
Finding a team leader appears
to be no problem now that 6-7 ·
dwarf Petie Gibson is handling
the squad like a 7-6 giant.
''Gibson is running the team
with a little more poise:' King
said.
But King also praised his other
starters. "I was real pleased with
the boardwork," he said. ''I
thought Sanford, Becker, Stretch,
and Shropshire played real well."
With their unbeaten streak at
three in a row, the Lobos now
set their sights toward Friday
and. Saturday against Occidental
and UTEP.
Occidental unknown

"We don't know anything about
Occidental, but the boys will l:Je
looking ahead to UTEP ," King
said.
The Miners of coach Don Haskins have presented problems to
the Lobos in recent years. Their
biggest year came in 1966 when
they upset Kentucky to win the
NCAA finals, 72-67 1 in Louisville.
Since then, the Miners have
had to battle for their wins, but
they still present problems to the
bigger schools.
This year the Miners -will have
All-American candidates Nate

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAl TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!

COMPUITE OUTFIT:

$10.00

Includes· Shirt, Suspenders,
C11mmcrbund, Har1dl<.erchlet,
Stud$, Cufflinks, Tie,
Boutonniere.

COAT AND TROUSERS:

~ 1' ~

Queen Ellen
Keeps Hopes Up
Ellen Cullaton, UNM's entry
in the Centennial Football Queen
contest still needs plenty of votes
if she hopes to win the title as
Centennial Queen.
.
Students wishing to vote may
-send her name on a plain piece of
paper to the Centennial Queen
Contest, P.O. Box 1010, Detroit
Michigan 48232. ·
If Ellen wins, she'll receive a
$1,000 scholarship courtesy of the
NCAA. If she is elected princess
she'll get one of two $500 scholarships.
Ellen will be competing with
girls repre-senting other :football
conferences, major independents,
and NCAA college division
schools. She'll ha.ve to overcome
the tremendous vote edge tha.t the
east and west coast schools have.

'

10-ski-or-not-to-ski-weekends.
You don't have to know a schuss from a slalom to love a ski weekend. There are
plenty of other fun things to do like tramping around the mountains ... racing
toboggans ... riding the lifts ... and ganging up for snowball fights.
And whether
you've been knocking' em dead on the slopes all day
or not, there's always
the apres ski stuff ... hot buttered things, log fires,
who like the things you do.
parties ... and people
If you~re a TWA
· 50/50 Club member, you fly half-fare in the
U.S. We also arrange
other very reduced rates. You can save plenty in
places like Aspen and Vail.
See below.
Only TWA can take
you to the best skiing in both the U.S. and
.
your TWA Campus Rep, or TWA.
Europe. Call your travel

~·~
d
upupatl! avi"J ~

Downtown for o show
or shopping? Eat at

A'orelctJ· ..______.

the close, fast, c-omfortable ladles• shaver

OPEN 24 HOURS
lOS Central N.W. 247-8626
Kenny .John

or your Career?
Cohsult

College
Career

Counseling

Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
·Office Hours by Appointment

4724 Menaul Blvd.N.I:. Phone 2fi!MI23'7
PhoniJ 265·8288
124 Wctshington s.e.
@

1968 N\)rth American Philips Company, Inc., 100 East 4:!nd Street, New York, New York 10011
'

.

-
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YAMAHA SNOW MOBILE

HH-H<~<P<-'"-...1

t'-"

FIRST <tl!.c!. GOlD-DQWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE

Students Ill

YAMAHA SAlliS

$6.50

;),un.-~n~

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

B~/'4

Pre-tournament favorites include Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Om11ga Psi Phi, and ATO.
Other teams competing for the
four team trophies will be Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi
Sigma Kappa, Lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha Epsilon Pi and Phi
Delta Theta.
Games will have two 25-minute
halves, with intramural eligibility rules strictly enforced.
An added attraction to this inaugral affair will be the selection
of the five best competing basketballers to the all-tournament
team.

Aspen-Aspen Highlands-Lilts-Iselin Ski School-lessons-Brown Ice Palace-Skating and HockeyThe Red Onion-Meals-lhe Mountain Shop-Ski Rental
\fail -Vail Associates-Lifts and lessons-Gorsuch Ltd.-Ski Rental-Red Lion-Meals
Coupon booklets available at the TWA counter, Denver airport, upon presentation of TWA 50/50 Club Card.
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Six Books Picked for Course

Plans Made For Black Literature Class

By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Wriwr
Final plans for a black literature (lOUrse to be offered at UNM
for the first time next semester
are still being formulated, said
Robert Fleming, assistant professor of English.
In addition to five books already selected, Fleming sairl a
collection of essays, short stories,
and poems by modern black writers, and will give the course a new
direction, and help emphasize
writers since 1"940.
Fleming said that the course
would be limited to about 30 students in ordel' to create a better
dialogue between the studentg
themselves and between himself
and the students in the class.
Historical Aspects
Fleming said that the first portion of the course will deal with
"historical" aspects of black
writers in America since 1853,
when the first novel by a black
author was pubilshed.
The period from 1853 to 1900
will receive relatively little emphasis because of the scarcity of
the material. Likewise, the period
from 1900 to 1940 will not be
heavily stressed because many of
the published works are not very
well done, and there are relatively few books from this period still
in print.
Fleming said that he had contacted several paperbook book
publishers in an effort to obtain
books from periods in which there
are relatively few books available
by black authors.
"There were varying degrees

L

I!) Popejoy Han
Committee

. ({

A Shocking Short
Ned Judge's

/,

I

Feature
Bell & Howell Series

The
.
California
Underground

,_.

Adm.-Adults $1.50
Fac. $1.25-Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121

451'3 CENTRAL N.E.
256-9953

----~
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1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard

Editor
Four Lobo reporters were ordered from yesterday's faculty
meeting by UNM's new president,
Ferrel Heady. Citing faculty
policy that bars "non-facl.llty"
from faculty meetings, Heady requested the reporters to leave.
About 75 faculty members were
meeting to consider a chance in
the name of the College of Business Administration-to School of
Business and Administrative Sciences-and a consideration of
propoS&ls to change the method
of determining graduation distinctions.

Textbooks indicjltes pages in the Outline

that summarize appropriate ,..chapters in
each text.

r--------------------~
2. A Quick-Reference Table indicates pages ~
in various standard textbooks that correspond to topics covered in chapte- • [
of the Outline.
!:

Melvin Belli

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUPATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ON

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Defense attorney Melvin Belli
said that recent Supreme Court
decisions are efforts to "return
the Bill of Rights to the states.''
Belli, former attorney for the
late Jack Rudy, convicted slayer
of Lee Oswald, spoke in front of
a near-c&pacity crowd in Popejoy
Hall. After his speech, he took
questions from the audience •
The gray-haired lawyer said,
"Law is more protective of individual rights than any other
government branch.''
Belli said that America was in
a "golden age of trial law. As long
as the Supreme Court is concerned about the least of us, the rest
of us are safe."

you're wearing?'"
'

CHRISTMAS BRAND NAME Men's toilet.
riea (Old Spice, Jnde, etc.) wholesale
prices. Make your quick money on n legal
chain letter. Find out at 213 Cornell SE.

Use Your Student ID!
Special Lunch Menu:
Everything Under $1.00!
We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate® After Shave and
Cologne. We even put instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
Lounging .Jacket :-vhenyou wear Hai Karate Regular or Orrental L1me. Just tell us your size (s,m,l)
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
(check or money order), for each Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P. 0. Box 41A,
~ount Vernon, N. Y .. 10056. That way, if someone
g1ves you some Ha1 Karate, you can be a little
-less careful how you use it.

NEWHOU'RS.

Student tO
Worth
50¢
on Special
Items

Our Hai Karate lounging Jacket is
practically rip•praof.
Allow 6 weeks lot delivery. Offer e~plros April1, 1969. II your favorilo &lore is temporarily out of Hal Katalo, koep asking.

~-

Asked t.o Leave
Addressing The Lobo's reporters Heady said, "I do request,
subject to any further discussion
by the faculty that you leave.''
"I am the presiding officer and
my duty is to carry out the policy
that is in effect.''
Before leaving, The Lobo reporters requested faculty debate
of the rule and said, "Those who
have the power to effect decisions
affecting students must recognize
students' rights to be present for
those deliberations. Since it is
not possible for students to be

Belli Backs Supreme Court Decisions

DISPLAY AT

'~nd then she said,'Wow,
whats. that after shave

Tues,..Sat. • •••••• 11:30 om-3:00 elm
Sun. • .......... 11:30 am·l :00 am
Closed Mondclys

Committee R~ports
The Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee reported on
its current activities, including a
recent interview with Navy Captain Kenneth Brown, professor of
naval science, on his investigations of university students other
than his own.
The committee report said that
the interview with Brown had
lasted two hours and consisted of

two parts-ilne held for the public and the second held in private
for deliberation. The · committee
members said they would meet
Thursday to make a recommendation.
The Lobo reporters had been
sitting in the back of the meeting
room for about five minutes when
Heady interrupted a discl.lssion on
the form used for evaluating
graduates' theses to observe that
some "non-faculty" were present.

Defends Draft Law

associated students bookstore

Student Specials: Tues.-Thurs.
Regular With 10
Ravioli .. . . . . . . . . . . $1.50 $1.00
Spaghetti & Meat Balls $1.50 $1.00
Lasagne . . . . . .. . . . . . $1.75 $1.25

Attorney Melvin Belli answered
questions from the audience after
giving a speech in Popejoy Hall
last night.

No. 60

Heady 0
"~udents
From Faculty Meeting
By ROB BURTON

PERSONALS
SAVINGS before student rates Increase
give s:lft subscriptions to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYBOY. Otber magazines avail!able
(including Esquire, Time & Atlas). at
student rates. American Bank of Com•
merce in SUB for details.

--- - -- --

•,'

by 2 unique cross-reference charts

FOR SALE
'63 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in excellen t
condition. New tires including snow tires
New upholstery. Call 344·0943 daytime.
100 cc YAMAHA twin MOTORCYCLEone owner. excellent condition. Trnde fo r
piano. Call 877·4618.
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovely large :five
bdrm exec. bome. 3 baths, formal dinin
room. Please r.all Jo Mims, Roger Cox &
Associates, 265-8557. After 6 p.m. call
84G-OG29.

--

-,'

••• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts

FOUND
FOUND: In front of LOBO office, a pnir of
]ndy's glasses. Owner mn.y claim nt Rm.
159 Student Publ!cntlons

- --

.·.-

with BARNES & NOBLE COllEGE OUTLINE SERIES

Want Ads

'·

·:

CAN STAY
ON TOP
OF YOUR
CLA WORK

MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - repo
programs • letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notlces ol meetings • lessons.
l'rompHJIIcient-reasonable. Call :!1167373.

I,

',

..

·-.'

YOU

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM, includ.,
ampllfler, tuner, turntable & speakers;
$200. Also for sale, electric portable
typewriter (Smith CoronallO) $130. Call
277-4461.
CORYAIR OWNERS - Spoke wheel hoi>caps (four) for 13' wheels. Hall price,
like new. Call 24Z.G725 after G p.m.
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER WANTED by the week.
Must bave own transportation. Interested
persons PlC3.!!e contact Mrs. Angel at
2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 426, Bldg. 28.
SERVICES
TYPING
TERM PAPERS, theses, etc.
268-8908. 505-A Kentucky SE.

If I Didn't Care

Wednesday, December 11, 1968
"'"~~~~:~~~~" ~··-----77~~~~:~-:----_-- ---,ii

63 Volkswagen Sedan. Sunroof, rndio. $750.
"!'-'b. Contact: Vermont, Box 477, Plae.tas, New Mex. 87043.

I
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Mainly Black Writers
Fleming said that the course
will deal with black writers rather than with the Negro in American literature. The latter topic
covers a wider range, and is not
strictly a literary topic. "It would
encompass historical and sociological aspects of the Negro, rather than the more literary as-

Vol. 72

pect of dealing wholly with black
writers," Fleming said.
Fleming said that since the
course will provide a basis for
shaping future courses in black
literature, students will have a
part in shaping the class.

ZENITH PORTABLE STEREO. Like new.
Two speaker anita eacb containing 8 ln.
& 4 in. speaker. Best oltcr. Call 268·8371
or 247-8705.

I (

L

in which authors dealt with their
books as works of art. "There are
some books by black a1.1thors th&t
we don't know about, because we
don't know whether or not the
author is black.''

GE 1 "Swinger" portnhle tape recorders, AC..
DC Battery. Used, minor repairs needed.
$25. ncb. Call 277-2601 or aee in Room
1184, Mesa Vista lfull.

Fri., Dec. 13-7:30 P.M.

'

He cited examples from an
"Autobiography of an Ex-Colored
Man," written in 1853 as an example of this. A mulatto, with a
black mother and a white father
chooses to cross the color line,
rather than remain with his mother who has loved him. James
Johnson, the books author, pic.
tures the mulatto as a comic
character and a fool for forsaking his mother and the black
people.
"Another idea that can be found
in early black literature is the
militant cause," continued Fleming. "Before 1900 there was a
group of free Negroes in the
Northern states who advocated

1963 FORD FALCON FUTURA. One own
er. Air conditioner, radio. Excellent condition. 49,000 mi. 277-2922 or 274-4884.
POPE PAUL poster 'The Pill is n No-No,"
African chess nets, Jasmine aonp, wood
chimes. The Bo Tree, 22l8 Central SE.

EXPERIMENTAL
Film
SERIES

\.

Fleming stated that approximately sev!)n eighths of the
course will concentrate on literature from 1940 to the present.
"But," he said, "we find that even
very early writers were ahead of
common movements. For instance,
the 'black is beautiful' idea arose
quite early in black literature,"
he said.

armed revolution, and the setting
up of their own nation in certain
of the southern states."
Even t h o u g h revolutionary
ideas are found in black literature,
Fleming said there were many
black authors who preferred to
look on their books as works of
art, rather than as a medium of
protest. There are other black
authors who seem to strike a
happy medium between protest
and art.
"This is one of the difficulties in
selecting books by black authors,'~
said Fleming, citing the instances

"

Cultural Program

.

of interest in their (the publishers') response," said Fleming.
Many publishers will not publish
anything unless financial success
is assured. "Thus many books
which would be used in the course
are not available from publishers/'

•

Rating Group
Needs Students
To Grade Forms
Teacher Evaluation st&rted
Dec. 4, and will end Dec. 18. During this time, more than 120 faculty members will be subject to
evaluation by their students.
Students will rate teachers in
several categories including opinion of the course as presented by
the instructor, methods used to
present material, student-professor relations, involvement generated by the instructor, stimulation of students and value of the
textbook used.
The returns have started being
compiled, and those interested in
earning $1.25 per hour by grading the evaluation questionnaires
should contact Mrs. Arleta Picket
upstairs in the Union.
Grading will be conducted Wednesday, Dec. 11; Tuesday, Dec. 17;
and Thursday, Dee. 19. The questionnaires will be graded between
6:30 and 10:00 p.m.
Any students who are interested
in the job are required to attend
a training session Wednesday,
Dec. 11, at 3:30p.m. in the Union
upstairs.

He devoted part of his speech
to discussing Viet Nam and the
draft. Referring to draft card
burning, Belli said, "Nobody e&n
say which law he will obey and
which one he won't follow, or
you have anarchy.''
Belli felt that boxer Muhammad Ali (Cassius Clay) is a
sincere conscientious objector, and
not jut a draft dodger. Belli said
originally he had dol.lbted that
the former world heavyweight
boxing champion was sincere in
his objections to entering the
armed services.

After talking about the draft,
Belli gave his opinions on the
1~63 assassination of President
John F. Kennedy.
"I personally believe the Warren Report (a controversial government study of the assassination). I am satisfied that Ruby
didn't know Oswald and that Oswald was the sole assassin."
Another controversial topic
Belli t&lked about was the United
States Supreme Court. He supported the Escobedo and Miranda decisions (which say that
sus~ts have to be informed of

U Greens l-langing
Set: For Sund~y Eve
Mort&r Board and Circle K are
co-sponsoring the "Hanging of
the Greeus" ceremony this year
as a part of the Las Campanas
song fest on Sunday, Dec. 16.
The "Hanging of the Greens"
will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday
when members of Momr Board
will tour the campus housing
units and hang greenery on each
door.
As they stop at each house, the
students from that housing unit
who are participating in, or attending the songfest will join the
group.
Students from the tour will
sing several Christmas carols at
UNM President Ferrel Heady's
home. The carolers will complete
the "Hanging of the Greens" by
placing the final decoration on
Heady's door.
Mter the caroling, Heady will
give his annual Christmas address. Students will then proceed
to the Union for hot chocoleate
before attending the songfest at
7 p.m.
Mort&r Board members will divite into three groups to pick up

students on campus. One group
will begin at Coronado dorm and
pick up students from the men's
and women's dorms.
Another will begin at the Baptist Student Union and proceed to
all the religious houses on campus
and to some of the fraternity
houses.
The final group will pick up
fraternity and sorority members
who live on Mesa Vista Road.
Off-campus students are urged
to participate, too, said Dusty
Dittberner, president of Mort&r
Board.
They should meet at President
Heady's house.

Lawrence Yehle
Heads Personnel
Lawrence C. Yehle is the new
director of persortnel at UNM.
Yehle, who has a B.A. from
Rockhurst College, was personnel
manager for Packard Bell Electronics' Job Corps Center in Albuquerque.

here en masse, The Lobo se~ to
fulfill this responsibility.''
No Further Discussion
"I am not going to continue
this discussion since it is not on
the agenda," said Heady, "and
no further discussion will be
(:arried on (by the faculty), until
you leave.''
At this point the reporters left.
University secretary John Dl.lrrie said that there is a "provision
for inviting students when items
concerning students are being discussed," but "invitations have to
be issued to students" before they
could attend faculty meetings.
Mter leaving the meeting,
Lobo Editor Rob Burton explained that The Lobo had covered the
last official faculty meeting without objection from any university
authority, and that he had attended last month's series of ad
hoc faculty meetings without objections.

Rebel Relatives
Award Grants

Any student who is a descendant of a Confederate soldier may
apply for a United Daughters of
the Confederacy scholarship for
second semester.
their rights
wlum
arrested).
Scholarship applications may
Belli quoted a milit&:ry legal ofbe obtained in the Student llliis
ficer in VietNam who said, "Ask Office, Room 118 of the Adminisany good policeman and they will tration Building.
say they can operate under the
Deadline for the applie&tions is
Miranda and Escobedo decision.'' Friday, Jan. 3.

College Militants
Continue Dissent
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Community leaders and the powerful city labor council were rebuffed Tuesday in attempts to
mediate a peaceful solution to the
San Francisco State College
crisis.
Chairman Theodore Meriam of
the st&te college board of trustees
rejected efforts by the San Francisco Labor Council and civic
leaders on grounds trustees by
law are "the governing body" for
the e&mpus.
Meriam's lengthy statement
caine as classes proceeded under
a "softening" of emergency regulations imposed by acting president S. I. Hayakawa and dissidents were forced to rally indoors
because of a rainstorm.
About 300 milit&nts gathered in
the college cafeteria for a noontime rally in which speakers exhorted onlookers to support a
strike by the Black Students
Union (BSU), Third World Liberation Front and Students for a
Democratic Society. The demonstrators then marched off campus
chanting, "on strike, we'll be
back.''
AlthoUgh J:lo rocks were thrown
as was the case Monday when
they marched by the Administration building, a smoke bomb was
touched off under the steps.
A squad of 50 officers, including mounted police, surrounded
the Ecumenical house adjacent to
the campus during a search for
the bomber. Ecumenical house
has been a staging area for demonstrators since the strike began
Nov. 6.

Police said the bomb was hurled
by Jerry Varnardo, a BSU leader.
They said he fled in a car from a
rear carport and a. felony warrant
would be sought against him.
Ecumenical house is headed by
the Rev. Gerald 0. Pederson. He
was among several adults arrested last Thursday during a
e&mpus demonstration.
·
"Any time you come here again,
I expect yo1,1. to have a search
warrant," the pastor told police.
''It's high time that you people
started observing the law.''
"Any time we have a felony
committed and are pursuing'' a
felon who goes into this building,
we're going in," reported Police
Capt. Mortimer Mcinerney.
Strike leaders began their day
by posting ''wanted posters" · of
Hayakawa. The fiery little semanticist was labeled a "paper puppet, bootlicker, ruling class lackey, and flower child.''
"· :.. •

Announcement
UNM student senate will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in Hokona
lounge. All students are urged to
attend the meeting, said Senator
Sterling Nichols.
The meeting is a special effort
to increase student participation
in student government, Nichols
said. Students are invited to present any suggestions or complaints to the Senate, he said.
Refreshments will be served.
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